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PRECLOSED MULTIVALUED MAPPINGS 

DINH-NHO-CHUONG 

Hanoi 

The definition of preclosed univalued mappings has been given in our paper [4], 
The purpose of the recent note is to give the definition of preclosed multivalued 
mappings and to show some results concerning these mappings. 

Let / : X -> Y denote a multivalued mapping from a topological space X onto 
a topological space Y, and let A be a subset of X, B a subset of Y 

Following V. I. Ponomarev [1] the set 

f1B = E{x |xGX , fx nB #= 0} 

will be called the large inverse image of B, the set 

f~xB = E { x | x e X , fx c B\ 

— the small inverse image of B, the set 

fA = EiylyeZf-'ynA # 0 } 

— the large image of A, and finally, the set 

fbA = K{y\yeY,riy<=.A} 

will be called the small image of A. 

Definition. A multivalued mapping/ : X -» Ywill be called a preclosed mapping 
if for every point y of Y and for every neighbourhood O/_1y of its large inverse 
image f~1y, there exists a set H such that / - 1 }? c H cz Of"xy and that the large 
image /H of H is an open set in Y. 

Remarks . 1. The set of all interior points of a set M is called the interior of M 
and denoted by Int M. It is easy to see that / : X -> Yis preclosed if and only if for 
each point y e Yand for each neighbourhood Of-xy, we have y e In t / (Of 1 y). 

2. / : X -> Yis said to be closed (open) if fA is closed (open) for every closed 
(open) set A £ X. A moment's consideration shows that any closed (open) mapping 
is a preclosed mapping. 
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In our papar [4] we have proved some theorems about univalued preclosed 
mappings. We shall mention here some interesting results (f: X i-> Y denotes 
a univalued continuous mapping): 

1. Letf : I i - > 7 b e a preclosed, monotone1) mapping, and let A be a set such 
that A = f~lfA. Then if dim A = 0 we have dim fA = 0, ifind/t = OthenindfAl = 
= 0, and if Ind A = 0 we have IndfA = 0. 

2. Let f: X i-> Y be a preclosed, bicompact mapping, and let coR denote the 
weight of the space R. Then we have coY ^ coX. 

3. Let X and Y be Hausdorff spaces, aX — an extension of X, cY — a perfect 
extension of Y (we use here the term due to E. G. Sklyarenko [2]). Let further 
f : X i-> Ybe a preclosed mapping, which has an extension to a perfect (i.e., a closed, 
bicompact, continuous) mappingfac : aX i-> cY. 

Iff is a monotone1) mapping, thenfac is also a monotone mapping. 
We want to give some results concerning multivalued preclosed mappings. We 

have 

Lemma 1. Let f: X -> Y be a multivalued mapping, and let G be an open-
closed subset of X. Iff is a monotone1) mapping, then the large image of G coincides 
with the small image fG = fbG. Iff is a monotone and preclosed mapping, then this 
image fG is also an open-closed set (of Y). 

Theorem 1. Letf : X -> Ybe a monotone and preclosed mapping. If Y is a con
nected space, then X is also a connected space. 

Now let two inifinite regular cardinal numbers a and b be given, a ^ b. A set M 
is said to be an [a, b~\-compact set if from any open covering y of M, which has the 
power y = m ^ b, we can choose a subcovering y', the power of which y' = I < a. 
The notion of [a, b]-compactness has been defined by P. S. Alexandroff and P. S. 
Urysohn. The characterization, which we use here, is due to Yu. M. Smirnov. 

A set M is said to be an [a, oo]-compacr set if it is an [a, b]-compact set for 
every b. 

We shall say that a set M is a locally [a, b]-compacl set if its every point has 
a neighbourhood 17̂ . the closure Ux of which is an [a, b]-compact set. 

f : X -» Yis said to be an [a, h\-compact ([a, oo]-compact) mapping if the large 
inverse imagef-1}! of every point y e Yis an [a, b]-compact ([a, oo]-compact) set. 

Finally, we shall say thatf : X -> Yis strongly continuous if the inverse mapping 
f " 1 is both open and closed. 

We have 

Theorem 2. Let f be a strongly continuous, preclosed, [a, oo\-compact mapping 
from a space X onto a regular space Y. Then the local [a, b]-compactness will 
be preserved. 

x) f: X\-> Y (f: X-> Y) is said to be monotone, if the (large) inverse image of every point y 
of Y is a connected set. 
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ТЬеогет 3. Те1 / : X -> У Ъе а ргес1озес1, [а, Ь]-сотрас* таррхпд апй Ш Уг 

Ье ап [а, со\-сотрас1 8иЪзе1 о/ У. ТНеп 1ке \агде \тег$е гтаде Хх = /~ХУХ 18 ап 

[а, Ъ~\-сотраа $еи 

К е т а г к . 1п ХЫ сазе оГ ип1уа1иед тарр1п§$, [Ыз 1пеогет 18,1п а сегЫп зепзе, 

1пе §епегаН.га1:1оп оГа Шеогет, ёие 1о Уи. М. 8гтгпоу (V. [3], [кеогет 5). 
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